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Triangulated 4-dimensional manifolds with n vertices are considered such that 
any triple of vertices determines a triangle belonging to the triangulation. It is 
shown that for n < 13 there is exactly one such triangulation (besides the boundary 
of a 5-simplex). It has nine vertices and it is a triangulation of the complex 
projective plane. 
A triangulated d-manifold is a finite simplicial d-dimensional complex M 
such that for every vertex u E M the link of v in M is a triangulated (d - l)- 
sphere. Let fj denote the number of i-dimensional simplices in M and let us 
also write n =f, for the number of vertices. Then such a triangulated 
manifold is called k-neighborly iffk- i = (i) or, equivalently, if any k-tuple of 
vertices determines a (k - l)-simplex belonging to the triangulation. 
On one hand, this concept of k-neighborliness became interesting from the 
combinatorial point of view. In fact, the boundary of any cyclic (d + l)- 
polytope C(n, d + 1) is a [(d + 1)/2]-neighborly triangulated. d-sphere, and 
this is best possible in the class of polytopes, except for the (d + 1)-simplex 
which of course is k-neighborly for all 1 < k < d + 1 (see [ 10, 7.1.41). 
Moreover, the upper bound conjecture says that the number of simplices of 
the cyclic polytopes is maximal in the class of all polytopes (see the solution 
given in [15, 161). 
On the other hand, this concept became interesting from the geometric 
point of view, namely with respect to the problem of high codimensional 
tight polyhedral embeddings of manifolds into Euclidean space, where “tight” 
means roughly speaking “as convex as possible” (see [ 14, I.91). In fact, for 
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any triangulated manifold M with n vertices, we have an embedding 
M+ En-’ putting the vertices in general position, and if M is k-neighborly 
this embedding is (k - 2)-tight in the sense of [ 141. 
In this paper, we are going to study k-neighborliness of d-manifolds with 
maximal possible k. In more detail, we shall consider the case of 3- 
neighborly 4-manifolds and present an example with II = 9 vertices which is 
unique for n < 13. First of all, we have to distinguish the cases of d being 
even or odd. 
Odd-Dimensional Case 
Assume that d is odd, hence [(d + 1)/2] = (d + 1)/2. Then there exist 
many (d + 1)/2-neighborly d-manifolds including the boundaries of all cyclic 
(d + l)-polytopes. In fact for d = 3 and n < 10 all 2-neighborly 
triangulations have been enumerated by Griinbaum and Sreedharan [ 1 1] and 
Altshuler and Steinberg [2, 31 and the numbers of combinatorial types which 
have been found are as follows: 
?l,< 7: 1 type (see [ll]), 
n= 8: 4 types (all spheres, 3 polytopes, see [ 111, cf. also [4]), 
n= 9: 51 types (50 spheres, 23 polytopes, see 12, 3]), 
n = 10: 3677 types (3540 spheres, see [ 11). 
According to [ 191, we can expect that any triangulable 3-manifold admits a 
2-neighborly triangulation if IZ is large enough. Geometrically any 2- 
neighborly manifold with n vertices admits an embedding into E”-’ with 
two-piece-property (TPP) meaning that any hyperplane of En- ’ separates it 
into at most two components. This notion of TPP is equivalent to O-tightness 
(see [5-71). On the other hand, there are no (d + 3)/2-neighborly d- 
manifolds except the boundary of the (d + 1)simplex. This follows from the 
Dehn-Sommerville equations (see [lo]) and the fact that the Euler charac- 
teristic vanishes for any odd-dimensional manifold (cf. [ 10, 7.1.41 for the 
nonexistence of (d + 3)/2-neighborly (d + 1)polytopes). 
Even-Dimensional Case 
Assume that d is even, hence [(d + 1)/2] = d/2. Then, the situation is 
quite different. Similarly to the odd-dimensional case we have to expect 
many d/2neighborly d-manifolds including the boundaries of all cyclic 
(d + I)-polytopes. It seems that there are even more 2-neighborly 4- 
manifolds than 2neighborly 3-manifolds. In contrast with the odd- 
dimensional case it is not impossible for a d-manifold to admit a ((d/2) + 1). 
neighborly triangulation. This is well known for d = 2, and in the present 
paper we are going to study the case d = 4. Let us first recall the case d = 2. 
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Z-NEIGHBORLY Z-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS 
For any triangulated 2-manifold M, we have the obvious equations 
“6 -f, +f2 = Xv0 2fI - 3f, = 0, 
from which we get immediately 
fo - ifI =x(M). 
Assuming f, = IZ, f, = (;) this is equivalent to 
n(7 - n)/6 =x(M) (>k) 
which on one hand excludes the case n = 2 mod 3 and which on the other 
hand expresses the number of vertices as a function of the Euler charac- 
teristic, 
n = (7 + \/49 - 24x(M))/2. (*I 
The first possible pairs (~,x(M)) are 
n 4 6 7 9 10 12 13 15 16 18 19 
XW) 2 1 0 -3 -5 -10 -13 -20 -24 -33 -38 
and in fact all these pairs belong to existing triangulations. This existence 
problem is closely related to the Heawood map color problem whose solution 
implies the following: 
THEOREM (Ringel, Youngs, [17]). F or any closed 2-manifold M (except 
the Klein bottle) and any n E N such that (n,x(M)) satisj?es (*) there exists 
a 2-neighborly triangulation of M with n vertices. 
Geometrically this implies the following: 
COROLLARY (Banchoff, [7]). F or any closed 2-manifold M (except the 
Klein bottle) and any n E N such that (n,x(M)) satisfies (*) there exists an 
embedding of A4 into the 2-skeleton of an (n - l)-simplex in I?“-’ with TPP. 
For a more detailed connection between the map color theorem and TPP 
embeddings see [ 121. 
J-NEIGHBORLY ‘t-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS 
Assume that M is a 3neighborly 4-manifold. First, we see that M must be 
simply connected (and hence orientable) because every path can be deformed 
into the 2-skeleton of triangulation which is complete and therefore 
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simply connected. Hence the first homology group H,(M) vanishes and 
therefore the Euler characteristic depends only on the second homology, 
x(M) = 2 + rkH,(M; Z) > 2. 
Now, for any triangulated 4-manifold M, we have the Dehn-Sommerville 
equations 
“f-0 -f, +.A -.A +A = XWh 
2fi - 3fi + Irf, - 5f4 = 0, 
2f3 - 5f4 = 0, 
which imply immediately 
lOf0 - 4f, +f, = 10X(M). 
Assuming f, = n, f, = (i) and f, = (;) this implies 
-& (n’ - 15n + ;4) =x(M). (**I 
On one hand (**) expresses the number of vertices as a function of the Euler 
characteristic, on the other hand, it says that the left-hand side must be an 
integer which is true exactly for 
n = 0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 16 mod 20. 
The first possible pairs (n,x(M)) are 
n 6 9 10 14 16 20 21 24 25 26 
X(M) 2 3 4 14 24 58 70 116 135 156, 
where, of course, the pair (n = 6, x = 2) corresponds to the boundary of a 5- 
simplex which is the only 3neighborly triangulation of the 4-sphere S4. 
What about the other cases? So far as we know this is unsolved. 
Problem. For which pairs (n,x) satisfying (**) does there exist a 3- 
neighborly 4-manifold it4 with x(M) =x and n vertices? 
A particular answer will be given by our 
MAIN THEOREM. Besides the boundary of a 5-simplex there exists 
exactly one (up to combinatorial isomorphism) 3-neighborly triangulated 4- 
manifold with no more than 13 vertices. This unique manifold has nine 
vertices and Euler characteristic x = 3. 
Remark 1. In [ 131, it is shown that this manifold is a triangulated 
complex projective plane CP*, and moreover a couple of its geometric 
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properties will be presented, including tightness and certain relationships to 
algebraic geometry. In the present article we want to restrict ourselves to the 
combinatorial point of view. 
Remark 2. This triangulation gives also a nontrivial example for the case 
of equality in the upper bound conjecture for manifolds attributed to Klee 
(see [18]). Th ere ore, this upper bound conjecture is sharp for 4-manifolds. f 
Proof of the Main Theorem. According to the calculations above we 
have to consider only the cases (n = 9, x = 3) and (n = 10, x = 4). From the 
Dehn-Sommerville equations we can compute the numbers of simplices 
case (~2 = 9, x = 3) case (n = 10, x = 4) 
fo= 9 f,= 10 
f, = 36 = (;) f,= 45=(Y) 
f, = 84 = (1) f2=120=(\O) 
f3= 90 f, = 13.5 
f,=36 f, = 54. 
Now, for a 3-neighborly 4-manifold with 9 (or 10) vertices, the link of each 
vertex must be a 2-neighborly 3-sphere with eight (or nine) vertices. These 
have been enumerated in [2, 3, 111, where we have four different types with 
eight vertices and 50 different types with nine. The 8-vertex 3spheres have 
20 3-simplices and the 9-vertex 3-spheres have 27. Hence, each vertex star of 
our 3-neighborly 4-manifold must contain 20 (or 27) 4-simplices. Now, the 
problem is to start with one such vertex star and to add further 16 (or 27) 4- 
simplices. 
Construction of the 3-Neighborly 4-Manifold with 9 Vertices 
Of course the construction of such a manifold (if it exists) is easier using 
certain symmetries. Exactly in this way Ringel and Youngs solved the most 
cases of the map color problem (see [ 171). Let us describe this method in a 
very simple case: The seven vertex triangulation of the Torus S’ X S’ which 
is 2-neighborly. Starting with the star of the vertex 0 (which is 
combinatorially unique) in Fig. 1, we get the whole surface by applying the 
cyclic symmetry (0123456). The crucial point is the fact that the triangles 
062 and 064 go to 103 and 105 under the symmetry, hence, the stars of 0 
and 1 overlap in the right way. 
Trying the same procedure for a 4-dimensional manifold we have to 
examine the corresponding symmetry structure of all the possible vertex 
stars. Let us consider the star of 0 given by the vertices 0, 1, 2,..., 8 and 
582ai35/2-5 
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6 2 
FIGURE 1 
assume that a certain permutation IT of (0, l,..., 8) is given. Let us assume 
that o does not fix zero, then the crucial condition is that for any simplex 
0 a b c a-‘(O) the image a(0) a(a) a(b) Q(C) 0 also lies in the given star of 0. 
During the summer 1980, the first author examined all these possible 
symmetries of the 4 possible vertex stars with 8 + 1 vertices, and it turned 
out that there was exactly one possibility. The three 3-spheres called Pi5, 
p&, and Pi, in [ 111 did not admit such a symmetry, the last 3-sphere 
called J in [ 1 l] did admit the symmetry (107)(245)(863). This 
triangulation M is originally due to Bruckner (see [8]) but he did not see the 
remarkable fact that it is not realizable by a 4-polytope (see [ 111 for more 
detailed information). As we learned from Schulz, however, -A can be 
realized as the boundary of a convex polyhedron, where all vertices are 
extreme but not all edges are extreme. 
Now the complete list of all 36 4-simplices of this 3-neighborly 4-manifold 
is the following: 
01234 70485 17562 
01237 7048 1 17560 
01267 7043 1 17580 
02345 74852 15624 
02367 7483 1 15680 
03467 78531 16280 
03456 78523 16248 
04567 7523 1 12480 
02358 74826 15643 
02368 74836 15683 
03568 78236 16483 
02458 74526 15243. 
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The three permutations 
R = (107)(245)(863), S = (128)(357), T = (28)(46)(53), 
generate a symmetry group of order 54 which acts transitively on the set of 
vertices (but not on the set of edges). Hence, all vertex links are 
combinatorially isomorphic, and the link of 0 is exactly (with the same 
numbering) the 3-sphere called J in [ 1 I]. From this it follows that in fact, 
we have found a 4-manifold. Note that the two permutations R and S 
generate a group of order 27, where each element has order 3. Therefore, this 
group solves Burnside’s problem for the case of order 3 and two generators 
(see [9, 6.81). The third permutation T can be interpreted as a “complex 
conjugation.” In fact, the fixed point set of T is a real projective plane, 
triangulated with 6 vertices in the first barycentric subdivision of the above 
manifold. 
Putting the 9 vertices in general position into Es, we get an embedding of 
this manifold into E8 which is tight in the sense that any hyperplane cuts it 
into at most two pieces, each of them simply connected. This and other 
geometric properties are discussed in [ 131. This proves the existence of a 3- 
neighborly 4-manifold with nine vertices and x = 3. 
Uniqueness of the 3-Neighborly 4-Manifold with Nine Vertices 
In order to show the uniqueness it is of course not sufficient to consider 
only symmetric triangulations. So we have to consider all possible simplicial 
4-complexes with 36 4-simplices which contain one of the 4 given vertex 
stars, and we have to show that, if such a complex is different from the one 
given, then it cannot be a 3neighborly manifold. Some necessary conditions 
for such a complex to be a 3neighborly manifold are: 
(1) every 3-simplex occurs as a face in exactly two different 4- 
simplices (or the link of each 3-simplex is a O-sphere), 
(2) the link of each triangle is a closed polygon, 
(3) the link of each edge is a triangulated 2-sphere with seven vertices. 
A further condition is given by this 
LEMMA. Consider a 4-simplex aOa,a2a3a4 in a 4-manifold together with 
all its 5 neighbors b,a,a,a,a,, a,b,a,a,a,,..., a,a,a,a,b,. lf the manifold 
is 3-neighborly with more than six vertices, then no 3 vertices in 
(b,, b,, b,, b,, b,} can be equal. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality b := b, = b, = b,. Then the link 
of the edge a3a4 contains the triangles a,a,a,, ba,a2,aOba2, and a,a,b 
forming a tetrahedron. But if the manifold is 3-neighborly and has more than 
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Table I 
'JE SEARCH F'IR ALL DOSS13LC i-~lALIIFILnS ClNT4TNI~lG 
THE ClYPLCX "Y" FRO? SR'JEN921lM 4Nn SPEC?lfhPAN AS 
LINK 3F A !'ESTEX. LET US CALL THIS VERTEX 0 AND SO 
'JE '1A‘dE AL?:ADY 20 4-SIMPLICCS gF T! iE 4-MhNIFOL3S 
'IITIi 34 4-SIY"LICES: 
l.SI‘1PLEX 0 12 3 4 
Z.SIlPLEX 0 3 2 5 8 
NCIGIi'30URHflOD 
tIEIGIl31UP.Hfl~D 
I~EIGll30?IPHOflD 
LIEIGH30USH7111D 
H'IGll30uRH000 
HEIGtIROU9HOOD 
fIEIGHB'JU?HOrlD 
'IEIG'iBrlU?HO')D 
NEIG1l9rlU9HOOD 
NEIGHSOURHqqD 
ilEIGtIBOURHOOD 
HEIGHBOURHflOD 
tiEIGHBflURHOOn 
!IEIGHBOUF!HOOO 
NEIGYBOURHOQD 
NEIGHBOU?H'JOD 
llEIGH501JRH'300 
NEIGHBOURHgOD 
NEIGHSOURHOOD 
'IEIGtiBOIIPHOrlD ZO.SI?lPLEX 3 4 5 
(-1 '!EANS THAT'THIS TETRAHEDRON IS FREC.) 
3,SIl"LEX 0 2 3 4 5 
4.SIYPLEX 0 12 3 i 
5.SIYPL"X 0 2 3 4 8 
6,SI'lPLEX 0 '3 6 7 
?.S:'lPLEX 0 i 2 4 e 
R.SIYPLEX 0 12 4 7 
9.SIYPLEX 0 I? 4 8 
lO.SIyPLEX 0 15 4 8 
ll.SIYPLEX 0 1 5 h 7 
lZ.SI4PLEX 0 14 7 9 
13.SIlPLEX 0 1 5 ' 9 
14.SI'iPLEX 0 3 5 b 3 
15.SIYPLEX 0 3 4 6 7 
16.SIYPLEX 0 2 4 5 8 
17.SIYPLEX 0 4 5 6 7 
lB.SIYPLEX 0 13 4 7 
19.SIYPLEX 0 4 5 7 8 
-15 7 8 7 
-1 4 6 b 4 
-1 6 8 A 1 
-16 4 b 4 
-1 5 1 5 7 
-14119 
-1 5 7 b 3 
-13 5 3 8 
-1 3 5 4 7 
-1 3 2 7 7 
-1 4 2 8 3 
-1 5 5 2 1 
-1 4 4 6 6 
-112 2 4 
-1 5 2 1 5 
-1 7 3 1 3 
-113 8 3 
-1 6 8 2 2 
-1 1 1 2 6 
-1 7 8 7 2 
UE HAVE T3 ADJOIN 16 MORE 4-:IW~LICES.WE L0'3K FOP ALL 
FREE TETRA!iEDRA BEGINNING AT THE TOP OF THE LIST, 
WE COYPUTE T! iE POSSIBILITIES TO ADJ'IIN NEIGHRO~JRSINPLICES 
AND Al)JOIN TIIEFI. IF THERE IS Ng MORE POSSIDILITYI WE HAVE 
TO REYOVE TYE LAST SIMPLEX. AT THE END OF EACH LINE UE 
WRITE THE :+UMBER OF "NEW" SIYPLICES IN OUR LIST. 
THE !IEXT FREE TETRAHEDRO'I IS 1234 IN SIYPLEX 0 
0 1 z2 3 4, THERE ARE 3 POSSIBILITIES: 5.6.9. 0 
k!E ADJOIN SIYPLEX 5 1 2 3 4. 1 
THE NEXT FREE TETRAHEDRON IS 325 9 IN SIYPLEX 1 
0 3 2 5 8, TYERE ARE 2 POSSTBILITLES: 1.7. 1 
WE ADJ3IN SIMPLEX 13 25 9. 2 
THE HEX1 FREE TETRAHEDRON IS 1 2 3 7 IN SINPLEX 2 
0 1 2 3 7, TIjERE APE 2 POSS:3ILI~IES: 5.8. 2 
LINK 2 3.FORBIDS THE ADJOINING OF SIMPLEX 5 12 3 7. 2 
!iE ADJOIN SIMPLEX 0 12 3 7. 3 
THE tlEXT FREE TETRAHEDRON IS 2 3 6 9 IN SIMPLEX 3 
0 2 3 6 8, T!lERC ARE 3 POSSIRILITIES: 1.4.7. 3 
LI'iK 1 7. F7RBIDS THE ADJflINING OF SIYPLEX 1 2 3 6 8. 3 
LIIJK 2 3 FqRBID; TQE ADJOINING OF SIMPLEX 4 2 3 6 8. 3 
:IE AOJIIN S:ilPLEX 7 2 3 6 9. 4 
THE 'I?XT FREE TETRAHEDRON I: 1 2 4 9 IN SIMPLEX 4 
n 1 2 4 9, T'iEPE ARC 4 PflSSISILITIESr 3.5.6.7. 4 
LIfJK 1 2 F'3R9I')S THE ADJ'IINING OF SIVL’X 3 12 4 9. 4 
SiE ADJUIN SIYPLE% 5 1 2 4 3. 5 
THE IIEXT FREE TETRAHEDRON IS 1 2 5 7 IN SIMPLEX 5 
'3 1 1 5 7, T'iERE ARE 3 POSSISILITIES: 4.5.8. 5 
UE ADJdIN SIYPLEX 4 12 6 7. 6 
T'iE 'IEXT FREE TETRAHEDRON I: 1254 IN SI*IPLEX 6 
O 1 1 6 8, T'IERE ARE 4 POSSIBILITIES: 3.4.5.7. b 
LINK I. 2 F7PRIDS THE ADJOINING OF SILtPLEX 3 1 2 b 8. b 
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TABLE I-Continued 
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L I'IK 1 ' FqRBIDS TIIE P3J3IHIHG flF SIY"LEY 4 12 6 8. 
L IF!K 2 '3 “JRBIDS THC A?JgINING OF SI'IPLEX 512 5 e. 
LI'IK 1 2 F3RBIn; THE ADJOINING DF SIflPLEX 71? 5e. 
7IiEP.E IS '40 IORE POSSIBILITY AtID S'7 
i!E REM'l?E SI"1PLEX 4 12 6 7. 
'?F ADJOIN SIYPLEX 5 126 7. 
T!iC NfXT FR1E TETRA!iEDRDN IS 1268 IN SIYPLEX 
0 1 2 6 9, THERE ARE 4 POSSIbILITIES: 3.4.5.7. 
LINK 1 2 FORBIDS THE ADJOINING OF SIYPLEX 312 6 8. 
LItlK 1 2 COREIDS TliE ADJOINING OF SI"IPLEX 4 1 2 6 t?. 
LI'IK 2 Y  FOP.9178 THE ADJCIINING OF SIMPLEX 512 6 R. 
LINK 1 2 fORBIDS THE ADJOINING OF SIMPLEX 7 1 2 6 8. 
TI1ERC IS Nfl YORE POSSIBILITY AN@ SO 
WI- REYOVE SIYPLEX 5 1 2 6 7. 
WE ADJ'3IN SI!lPLEX 8 1 2 6 7. 
THE 'I'XT FRtE TETRAHEDRON IS 1569 IN SIMPLEX 
0 1 5 6 8, TliERE ARE 3 POSSIBILITIES: 2.3.4. 
LItIK 1 2 FORBIDS THE ADJDINING OF SIYPLEX 2 1 5 6 8. 
WE ADJOIN SIMPLEX 3 1 5 6 A. 
THE NEXT FREE TETRAHEDROII IS 1 5 6 7 IN SIYPLEX 
J 1 5 6 7, THERE ARE 3 POSSIBILITIES: 2.3.4. 
LINK 1 2 FORBID: THE ADJOINING CIF SIMPLEX 215 67. 
WE AqJOIN SIMPLEX 3 1 5 6 7. 
THE NEXT FREE TETRAHEDRON IS 1 4 7 8 IN SI'IPLEX 
0 1 4 7 8, T!iEQE ARE 3 POSSIBILITIES: 2.3.6. 
LINK 1 2 F'JRBI3S THE ADJOINING OF SIMPLEX 2 1 4 7 8. 
WE ADJOIN SIMPLEX 3147 8. 
THE NEXT FREE TETRAHEDRON I'; 15'9 IN SIMPLEX 
0 1 5 7 8, TilERE ARE 2 POSSIBILITIES: 1.3. 
LINK 1 7 F7RBIDS THE ADJOINING OF SIMPLEX 2 1 5 7 8. 
LINK 1 7 FORBIDS THE ADJOINING OF SIflPLEX 3 15 7 e. 
THERE IS ND YORE POSSIBILITY AND SO 
WE REtlOVE SI!dPLEX 3 1 4 7 8. 
LINK 1 7 FORBIDS THE ADJOINING OF SIMPLEX 6 1 4 7 0. 
THERE IS NO 'IORE POSSIBILITY AflD SO 
WE RE'!OirE SIMPLEX 31567. 
HE ADJOIN SItlPLEX 41567. 
THE IIEXT FREE TETRAHEDRON IS 1 4 7 8 IN SIYPLEX 
0147 81 THERE ARE 3 POSSIBICITItS: 2.3.6. 
LINK 1 2 FORBIDS THE ADJOINING OF SIMPLEX 2 1 4 7 8. 
LI:IK 1 7 F'IRBIDS THE ADJOINING OF SIMPLEX 314 78. 
LINK 1 7 F7RBIDS THE dDJOItIItlG OF SIWLEX 6 1 4 7 8. 
THERE IS NC1 YORE POSSIBILITY ANO SO 
!IE REMOVE SIYPLEX 4 1 5 6 7. 
THERE IS N7 IORE POSSIBILITY AND 5'3 
i/EL;;;13VE 1 SIYPLEX 8 FORBID3 3 TNE 1 5 PDJ’IItIItIG 6 3. OF SIYPLEX 415 60. 
THERE IS N3 'IORE POSSIBILITY AND SO 
IIE RECJVE SIYPLEX 81267. 
THERE IS N'l tlDRE POSSIBILITY AND SO 
IIE RTMOVE SIMPLEX 5 1 2 4 8. 
LIIIK 1 2 FORBIDS THE A')JOItIING OF SIYPLEX 612 4 8. 
LINK 1 2 FORBIDS THE ADJOINING flF SIYBLEX 7 12 4 8. 
THERE IS Nif YORE DOSSIBILITY AtlD Sg 
i!E RC:lnlrE SIYPLEX 72 358. 
TIiERC IS tifl MflRE POSSIBILITY AYD SO 
WE PEMLl,fE SIflPLEX 9123 7. 
THESE IS Y1 "IIRE POSSIBIL:TY AYO SO 
i!E RCM')!E SIYPLEX 1 3 2,5 3. 
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6 vertices, the link of any edge must have more than 4 vertices. This gives a 
contradiction. 
During the spring of 1981 the second author wrote a computer program 
which started from the 20 given 4-simplices of a vertex star, and which 
adjoins stepwise at most 16 further 4-simplices. At each step, it checks 
certain purely combinatorial conditions which are derived from conditions 
(l)-(3), and the lemma. In more detail, the program does the following: 
(I) Look for the next free tetrahedron (“free” means that it occurs 
exactly once, and “next” is understood with respect to the labeling of the 20 
given or the successive labeling of the adjoined 4-simplices). If there is no 
free tetrahedron then we have found a closed complex. 
(II) Look for the next possibility (according to the lemma) to adjoin a 
4-simplex along the free tetrahedron. 
(III) Check the following conditions: 
(1) no tetrahedron in more than two 4-simplices, 
(2) the link of any triangle does not split into a closed polygon 
and a further component, 
(3) the link of any edge does not contain a Mobius band. 
If all three conditions are satisfied, adjoin the 4simplex and go to (I), if not, 
go to (II). If there is no next possibility, then remove the last 4-simplex and 
go to (II). 
It is not hard to see that the algorithm in fact checks all possibilities in the 
sense that it finds every closed 3-neighborly 4-manifold which contains 36 4- 
simplices. Table I shows the beginning of a computer output which is a 
documentation of all steps the computer has done, i.e., of all 4simplices it 
has adjoined or removed (or not adjoined due to certain obstructions with 
respect to condition (111(l)-(3)) h w en starting with the complex ,X in [ 111 
as a link of the additional vertex zero. The number k of the adjoined 4- 
simplices, 0 < k < 16, appeares in the last column. Table I shows the first 23 
steps. After 23 further steps of adjoining or removing, the computer has 
found the first closed complex but it had only 34 4simplices. After another 
38 steps, a closed complex was fqund with 36 4-simplices and all possible 
triangles. This is exactly the triangulation described. A further closed 
complex with only 34 4-simplices was found after another 42 steps. Finally, 
after 41 steps, the program concluded that no further closed complexes could 
be found. This shows that there is exactly one 3-neighborly 4-manifold 
containing ~7 as a vertex link. Similarly the program has been applied to the 
cases of the 3 other possible vertex stars. It turned out that there is no 3- 
neighborly 4-manifold containing any of those vertex stars. 
A copy of the complete four printouts may be obtained by writing to the 
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authors. In this way it is possible for any mathematician to check the proof 
although the proof has been done essentially by a computer. 
The Nonexistence of a 3-Neighborly 4-Manifold with 10 Vertices 
Of course the same computer program can be applied to the case of 10 
vertices, where we have to start with one of the 50 possible vertex stars and 
to add stepwise at most 27 further 4-simplices. Because of the depth of 
recursion the main problem in this case was to improve the computer 
program to get a reasonable calculation time. The last version of the 
program needed about 60,000 seconds execution time for all 50 runs with the 
50 different stars. A complete documentation as in the case of 9 vertices 
would require more than 10 million lines of computer output. It turned out, 
however, that there are no 3-neighborly 4-manifolds with 10 vertices. 
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